
The Mattress
This luxury mattress features the uniquely intuitive UltraSens™ 12

pocket spring system. Each UltraSens™ spring has 12 active

turns spread across its unique 3-tier configuration, providing

seamless progressive-support and unparalleled comfort.

Choose from medium or firmer comfort levels.

Upholstered with luxurious and natural layers of British

organic wool, teased hair, lambswool and alpaca for sublime

comfort, then covered with finest Belgian Damask to

provide a soft and cool surface.

Tailored with 3 rows of genuine hand side-stitching for

additional edge-to-edge support, and hand tufted for long

lasting comfort and support.

The Divan & Headboard
Choose either a traditional deep

divan base or a modern shallow divan

base, then specify a sprung divan for additional deep

comfort and support, or a solid top divan for a firmer feel.

Finishing divan touches – hidden storage drawers or

Super-Storage divans or Hideaway divans for maximum

storage, a choice of exquisite feet or a divan skirt.

Choose an upholstered headboard to crown the bed.

A personal design statement – Headboards and divans can

be upholstered in a range of fabrics to match any interior,

creating a stunning bedroom centrepiece.

c o l l e c t i o n

Minerva
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This mattress
and divan are

100% recyclable
at the end of

their life

Sherbourne Supreme
Each Hypnos bed is individually handmade by master craftsman, customised to personal tastes and needs.

Proud holders of a Royal Warrant, Hypnos’ unrivalled ‘best of British’ quality is reinforced by a 10 year

guarantee and a reputation for making the most comfortable beds in the world.



Malvern Supreme
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c o l l e c t i o n

Minerva

The Mattress
This luxury mattress features the uniquely intuitive UltraSens™ 10

pocket spring system. Each UltraSens™ spring has 10 active

turns spread across its unique 3-tier configuration, providing

seamless progressive-support and unsurpassed comfort.

Choose from medium or firmer comfort levels.

Upholstered with luxurious and natural layers of British

wool, cashmere, teased hair, lambswool and organic cotton

for sublime comfort, then covered with finest Belgian

Damask to provide a soft and cool surface.

Tailored with 3 rows of genuine hand side-stitching for

additional edge-to-edge support, and hand tufted for long

lasting comfort and support.

Each Hypnos bed is individually handmade by master craftsman, customised to personal tastes and needs.

Proud holders of a Royal Warrant, Hypnos’ unrivalled ‘best of British’ quality is reinforced by a 10 year

guarantee and a reputation for making the most comfortable beds in the world.

The Divan & Headboard
Choose either a traditional deep

divan base or a modern shallow divan

base, then specify a sprung divan for additional deep

comfort and support, or a solid top divan for a firmer feel.

Finishing divan touches – hidden storage drawers or

Super-Storage divans or Hideaway divans for maximum

storage, a choice of exquisite feet or a divan skirt.

Choose an upholstered headboard to crown the bed.

A personal design statement – Headboards and divans can

be upholstered in a range of fabrics to match any interior,

creating a stunning bedroom centrepiece.

This mattress
and divan are

100% recyclable
at the end of

their life



Stratford Supreme

c o l l e c t i o n

Minerva

The Mattress
Featuring a 3-zoned ReActive™ 8 pocket spring system. Every

ReActive™ spring has 8 active turns, with a zone of firm

springs in the centre and a zone of softer springs at the top

and bottom of the mattress, providing extra pressure relief

and spinal support. Choose from medium or firmer comfort
levels.

Upholstered with luxurious and natural layers of British

wool, finest silk and organic cotton for outstanding

comfort then covered with a sumptuous Belgian Damask

to provide a soft and cool surface.

Tailored with 3 rows of genuine hand side-stitching for

additional edge-to-edge support, and hand tufted for long

The Divan & Headboard
Choose either a traditional deep

divan base or a modern shallow divan

base, then specify a sprung divan for additional deep

comfort and support, or a solid top divan for a firmer feel.

Finishing divan touches – hidden storage drawers or

Super-Storage divans or Hideaway divans for maximum

storage, a choice of exquisite feet or a divan skirt.

Choose an upholstered headboard to crown the bed.

A personal design statement – Headboards and divans can

be upholstered in a range of fabrics to match any interior,

creating a stunning bedroom centrepiece.
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This mattress
and divan are

100% recyclable
at the end of

their life

Each Hypnos bed is individually handmade by master craftsman, customised to personal tastes and needs.

Proud holders of a Royal Warrant, Hypnos’ unrivalled ‘best of British’ quality is reinforced by a 10 year

guarantee and a reputation for making the most comfortable beds in the world.



Warwick Supreme

c o l l e c t i o n

Minerva

The Mattress
Featuring a 3-zoned ReActive™ 8 pocket spring system. Every

ReActive™ spring has 8 active turns, with a zone of firm

springs in the centre and a zone of softer springs at the top

and bottom of the mattress, providing extra pressure relief

and spinal support. Choose from medium or firmer comfort levels.

Upholstered with luxurious and natural layers of British

wool and cashmere for exceptional comfort then covered

with finest Belgian Damask to provide a soft and cool

surface.

Tailored with 2 rows of genuine hand side-stitching for

additional edge-to-edge support, and hand tufted for long

lasting comfort and support.

The Divan & Headboard
Choose either a traditional deep

divan base or a modern shallow divan

base, then specify a sprung divan for additional deep

comfort and support, or a solid top divan for a firmer feel.

Finishing divan touches – hidden storage drawers or

Super-Storage divans or Hideaway divans for maximum

storage, a choice of exquisite feet or a divan skirt.

Choose an upholstered headboard to crown the bed.

A personal design statement – Headboards and divans can

be upholstered in a range of fabrics to match any interior,

creating a stunning bedroom centrepiece.
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Each Hypnos bed is individually handmade by master craftsman, customised to personal tastes and needs.

Proud holders of a Royal Warrant, Hypnos’ unrivalled ‘best of British’ quality is reinforced by a 10 year

guarantee and a reputation for making the most comfortable beds in the world.

This mattress
and divan are

100% recyclable
at the end of

their life



Oxford Supreme
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c o l l e c t i o n

Minerva

The Divan & Headboard
Choose either a traditional deep

divan base or a modern shallow divan

base, then specify a sprung divan for additional deep

comfort and support, or a solid top divan for a firmer feel.

Finishing divan touches – hidden storage drawers or

Super-Storage divans or Hideaway divans for maximum

storage, a choice of exquisite feet or a divan skirt.

Choose an upholstered headboard to crown the bed.

A personal design statement – Headboards and divans can

be upholstered in a range of fabrics to match any interior,

creating a stunning bedroom centrepiece.

The Mattress
This luxury mattress features a ReActive™ 7 pocket spring system.

Every ReActive™ spring has 7 active turns – each spring

independently and actively senses your shape and weight

distribution, providing comfort and support exactly where you

and your partner need it. Choose a medium or firmer

comfort level.

Upholstered with luxurious and natural layers of British wool

and the finest silk for exceptional comfort then covered with

Belgian Damask to provide a soft and cool surface.

Tailored with 2 rows of genuine hand side-stitching for

additional edge-to-edge support, and hand tufted for long

lasting comfort and support.

This mattress
and divan are

100% recyclable
at the end of

their life

Each Hypnos bed is individually handmade by master craftsman, customised to personal tastes and needs.

Proud holders of a Royal Warrant, Hypnos’ unrivalled ‘best of British’ quality is reinforced by a 10 year

guarantee and a reputation for making the most comfortable beds in the world.



Avon Supreme

c o l l e c t i o n

Minerva

The Mattress
This luxury mattress features a ReActive™ 6 pocket spring system.

Every ReActive™ spring has 6 active turns – each spring

independently and actively senses your shape and weight

distribution, providing comfort and support exactly where you and

your partner need it. Choose a medium or firmer comfort level.

Upholstered with generous layers of luxurious British wool

for exceptional comfort then covered with finest Belgian

Damask to provide a soft and cool surface.

Tailored with 2 rows of genuine hand side-stitching for

additional edge-to-edge support, and hand tufted for long

lasting comfort and support.

The Divan & Headboard
Choose either a traditional deep

divan base or a modern shallow divan

base, then specify a sprung divan for additional deep

comfort and support, or a solid top divan for a firmer feel.

Finishing divan touches – hidden storage drawers or

Super-Storage divans or Hideaway divans for maximum

storage, a choice of exquisite feet or a divan skirt.

Choose an upholstered headboard to crown the bed.

A personal design statement – Headboards and divans can

be upholstered in a range of fabrics to match any interior,

creating a stunning bedroom centrepiece.
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This mattress
and divan are

100% recyclable
at the end of

their life

Each Hypnos bed is individually handmade by master craftsman, customised to personal tastes and needs.

Proud holders of a Royal Warrant, Hypnos’ unrivalled ‘best of British’ quality is reinforced by a 10 year

guarantee and a reputation for making the most comfortable beds in the world.


